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Immerse yourself in creativity as you write and color your way through this unique journal, filled
with designs by illustrator Joy Ting!160-page journal includes 10 full-size coloring pages!Lightly-
lined writing pages include extra accent designs to color, too.Acid free/archival paper preserves
your work and supports pen and colored pencil.Inviting journal provides plenty room of for jotting
down personal reflections, favorite quotes and poems, sketching, and -- coloring!Popular small-
format size -- 5'' wide x 7'' high -- fits in most bags and backpacks.Inside back cover pocket
expands to hold notes, favorite photos, business cards, and more.Elastic band closure secures
your journal.Complementary interior endsheets.Vibrant cover art features gold foil detailing.

From the Back CoverColor Your World With ZENSPIRATIONSTMEnter a fantastic world of 30
expressive abstract designs in this extraordinary coloring activity book. ZenspirationsTM creator
Joanne Fink reveals her easy-to-learn techniques for combining simple strokes with playful
patterns in intricately textured designs. After your patterning is complete, go ahead and explore
color! Use the finished examples for guidance, or try your own interesting color combinations to
create stunning avant-garde art.ZENSPIRATIONSTM Coloring BooksLooking for a fun and
creative way to relax and de-stress? Try Zenspirations! Create, color, pattern, and play with
these beautiful and inspirational books.So much more than mere outlines to color, exquisite
Zenspirations designs are launching pads of endless imagination and creativity. You don't need
to have the skills of an artist to create your own masterpiece here.Printed on high quality extra-
thick paper, these books are perfect for decorating with your choice of colored pencils, markers,
gel pens, or watercolors. Pages are printed on one side only, and are perforated for easy
removal and display.More Great ZenspirationsTM Books from Design OriginalsZenspirationsTM
Flowers$9.99DO5443ZenspirationsTM Inspirations$9.99DO5446ZenspirationsTM Letters &
Patterning$16.99DO5370ZenspirationsTM Dangle Designs$8.99DO3497About the
AuthorJoanne Fink, an award winning designer, calligrapher, and author, spent 20 years as an
art director in the greeting card industry. She specializes in developing products for the gift,
stationery, craft and faith-based markets. With more than a million books in print, Joanne is the
author of 17 books from Fox Chapel Publishing, including Zenspirations(R) Coloring Book
Inspirations, Flowers of Faith Coloring Book, and L'Chaim: Celebrate Life.
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Sarah Lee, “Vary cute design, small doodles on lined pages. I purchased this for myself because
I love coloring and I am trying to get into journaling. I'm still struggling to journal but I can color
some of the small designs when I am thinking about what to write. Each page is lined with
various small doodles on some of the pages throughout the book. It's not a coloring book that
you will want to sit down and color in just to color but it is fun for those of us who like to do both
and need a moment to reflect while keeping our hands busy. It is small enough to travel with you,
but still large enough to actually have enough pages to write on. I really enjoy it and definitely
would purchase it as a gift for others or more for myself in the future when I complete the
journals I have!”

Laurie H., “Cute Journal!. This is such a beautiful journal. I am very pleased with my purchase. It
has room to write your thoughts and feelings down and a few pages to color too. The only thing
is I wish there were more pages to color, but for the price, it is a perfect journal. It would also
make a nice gift for that young person in your life, or adult. I bought it for myself and it's a nice
journal that I can use for my 'color' therapy and journal at the same time!”

Jerry DeMoss, “Believe In Yourself, Write ,color ,create. A great buy. Great book to doodle and
journal combines two of my favorite pastimes.Hard back and has built in bookmark.This item
makes a great gift to keep on hand for those occasions when you may need a Thinking of you
gift,stocking stuffers or last minute Christmas gift.Great for woman or teenage girls. Small
enough to take with you easily fits in purse or work bag. Would be great to take to church,beach.”

RLH, “Pretty.. I like it, even though its smaller than what I anticipated, but that's on me. The paper
does seem thin to me. I would not recommend any sort of marker or heavy pen to be used in
this, though. As even gel pens (ones that I normally have no bleeding issues with) are bleeding
through the paper.”

Jennifer Ann Strange, “Awesome!. I'm terribly amused by this. I use it as a joint planner and
place for lists - I took two pages for each month in the front of the book and numbered the days
down the lines. It's perfect for throwing in my purse, and I LOVE the coloring bits. Also, I ordered
4 so I can keep up with this system in the years to come.  :D”

September Morne, “Great little journal. I really like this little journal. The pages are lined and the
designs are relaxing to color. Since it has a hard cover, it's easy to write in and it lies flat while I'm
writing in it. Finally, the cover message reminds me that I can heal if I believe in myself!”

Sme1969, “Cute. This is very cute and it's pretty much what I was looking for. I wish the pages
were thicker because the coloring bleeds through. I will just need to use different pens.”



Rebekah, “Loved it!. I bought these to hand out at our women's retreat. I had women there from
18-78 years of age & they all seemed to love them. They were coloring during the breaks &
taking notes during our sessions in them. Also, it is great to carry around as it's smaller in size.”

Wooly, “Beautiful!. I bought this for my niece as I believe it's good for teenagers to have a journal,
and I wanted something that she could write down her wishes, goals and ideas. It arrived quickly
but the photo doesn't do it justice. It's beautiful! It's hard backed and has 'creative' pages that
they can colour or copy. It also came with a free bookmark! It's excellent quality and my niece
loves it! I definitely recommend this book.”

Mr Tracy Jones, “Love. I love Peter Pauper Press journals and this one does not disappoint. Love
it.”

Cili, “I bought this for my best friend who has kept a journal since her pre-teen .... I bought this for
my best friend who has kept a journal since her pre-teen years. This version is quite fun since
she can write her thoughts down and colour along the way!”

Ebook Library Reader, “I would recommend this for. Lots of writing and colouring pages and it
arrived quickly too!!! I would recommend this for sure”

Nickie LaSaga, “Four Stars. nice book”

The book by Peter Pauper Press has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 77 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Item Weight: 8 ounces
Dimensions: 5.25 x 1 x 7.25 inches
Paperback: 104 pages
Reading age: 10 years and up
Grade level: 3 - 4
Diary: 160 pages
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